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ABSTRACT

Background: Indonesia is home to approximately 400 active volcanoes located on three different tectonic plates, which put it at risk of natural disasters. Accordingly, healthcare in emergencies and disasters is of great importance in Indonesia. Therefore, this study aimed at describing nursing students’ experiences of nursing education in disaster nursing in a university in Indonesia.

Materials and Methods: This qualitative content analysis with an inductive approach was conducted by semi-structured interviews with eight nursing students from a university in Indonesia.

Results: One category, namely, “Being prepared for a natural disaster”, and three subcategories, namely, “Feeling prepared in nursing”, “Managing limitations in nursing education” and “Managing uncertainty in nursing”, were identified. Nursing students considered that theory in disaster nursing was valuable; however, they lacked reality-based education to feel be prepared to perform the required tasks as forthcoming nurses.

Conclusion: Increased and repeated practical training using case studies in nursing education is important for improving nursing students’ preparedness in disaster nursing.

1. Introduction

Powerful earthquake occurred in Asia in 2004 and caused subsequent tsunami that struck the coast of Thailand, as well as human suffering and property damage. One survivor described said: “I didn’t find my daughter until ninth months after the wave came. I was really suffering during that period of time”. Relatives become patients when suffering affects several dimensions of human life, and consequently, they need support from health professionals. Therefore, nurses must be prepared to provide emergency care when a disaster occurs to ensure a high quality of healthcare for all involved (patients and relatives), which is a difficult task due to limited supplies of clean water, food, medications, dressing materials, etc. The present study aimed at improving the knowledge of disaster nursing by describing nursing students’ experiences through disaster nursing.

The World Health Organization [1] defines natural disasters as earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, landslides and hurricanes, with long-lasting physical, biological and social impacts on individuals’ health.
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well-being and survival. Every year natural disasters kill around 90000 people, and approximately 160 million people are affected worldwide. According to the Center for Research of the Epidemiology of Disasters [2], 335 disasters affected six continents of Asia (greatest number of deaths), Africa, Oceania, Europe, and North and South America (largest financial losses). Natural disasters affect society, particularly in developing countries, due to the simply constructed houses [3]. Indonesia lies in a volcanic region (400 active volcanoes) between three different tectonic plates making it vulnerable to natural disasters. In 2004, Aceh Province was hit by a strong earthquake that resulted in 170000 deaths due to a tsunami. Moreover, regular volcanic eruptions cause burns and acute respiratory infections [1, 4].

Nurses are a crucial part of the healthcare network as they provide health and well-being, prevent illnesses or disabilities, and alleviate the suffering caused by natural disasters, which will significantly improve the quality of healthcare. Nurses’ responsibilities and professional roles [5] are as follows: person-centered care, teamwork, evidence-based care, patient safety, informatics, and quality improvement [6]. Person-centered care focuses on recognizing the patient as a partner according to preferences, values and needs in a team built on open communication and mutual respect to achieve a high quality of healthcare [7, 8]. The interprofessional collaboration uses evidence-based knowledge, clinical experience, and the patient and family preferences to facilitate a high quality of healthcare and patient safety. Teamwork grounded in evidence-based knowledge improves patient safety. Information technology is a tool to achieve a high quality of care for efficient communication that supports decision-making [6, 9].

Nursing competencies begin to develop during nursing education; however, research highlights variations in student learning [10]. As shown in a previous study [11], 73% of the Indonesian nursing students are prepared for natural disasters. However, increased repetitions of practice in disaster nursing guided by knowledgeable instructors is important for: 1. triaging to identify health problems, 2. initial treatment, 3. organizing safe transferring the patient to the nearest emergency service units, and 4. teamwork [11].

The majority of European hospitals use the Manchester Triage System (MTS) to evaluate patients’ needs for emergency care [12]. However, MTS is less effective for children and the elderly. Moreover, MTS is also potentially useful during waiting times in emergency units; however, trained staff is required [13]. Organizational factors, staff’s experiences, and MTS influence patients’ safety; therefore, assessment tools and follow-up periods are required [14]. Triaging saves lives, but health professionals face difficulties in prioritizing patients’ needs due to limited resources. High priority patients require a substantial amount of available resources leading to suffering patients with a lower priority condition [15]. Furthermore, the ABCDE method is a systematic approach to provide life-saving treatment in complex clinical situations. Each letter represents a vital function: A (airways), B (breathing), C (circulation), D (disability) and E (exposure). Beginning with A, a patient’s airways are assessed and treated before the next vital function (B) is examined [15].

Emergency care requires intraprofessional teamwork built on open communication that respects each team member’s values and expertise and is visualized by common decision-making to promote the patient’s best interests [6, 9, 11, 16, 17].

Health and well-being are dynamically and constantly changing in daily life due to the connections between the human body, soul, and spirit. Suffering occurs in daily life, with physical, mental and social consequences. However, unnecessary suffering, such as punishment or lack of care, must be avoided [18]. Although suffering can be difficult to express because of a lack of concrete language to explain pain or anxiety, nurses must be responsive to understand patients’ expressions [5]. Moreover, according to a previous study [19], nursing students who accept their own limitations can increase their understanding of suffering and how it occurs. Furthermore, survivors of the Asian earthquake in 2004, described suffering as physical and psychological symptoms due to stress prompted by the need to rebuild from nothing and dealing with anger, guilt, fear, and vulnerability. These symptoms persisted for up to one year after the disaster and were related to whether and when family members were found (alive or dead) [20].

In summary, the geographical location of Indonesia put it at risk of frequent natural disasters, therefore, increasing the knowledge regarding disaster nursing is important in reducing suffering. Based on the limited number of studies on disaster nursing, the current study aimed at providing more information regarding this issue. Therefore, the aim of the study was to describe nursing students’ experiences of nursing education in disaster nursing in one of the universities in Indonesia.
2. Materials and Methods

Setting

This study was conducted in a state university in Indonesia officially founded in 1949 with 18 faculties (academic and vocational education). The nursing education faculty was founded in 1998 and consists of different six-week blocks. One of these blocks is “Disaster Nursing” and is divided into seven to nine subjects/weeks: basic concepts of disaster and health, prevention/migration, disaster preparedness, disaster response and rehabilitation/recovery, and disaster simulation. Moreover, nursing students receive a bachelor’s degree after four years, and then they attend a one-year internship (hospital or clinics) to fulfill the requirements to become a registered nurse (personal communication, February 25, 2019).

Design

A qualitative manifest content analysis was performed to study the experiences from a specific phenomenon, such as nursing students’ experiences of education in disaster nursing [21, 22]. Furthermore, an inductive approach was chosen to record the nursing students’ experiences using semistructured interviews [23].

Data collection

Snowball sampling [23], in which informants/contact persons recommend new participants was used to select informants based on the following inclusion criteria: adult nursing students (>18 y) studying at the specific university with approved results (pass) from the block Disaster nursing within the last two years (2017-19) with a good command of English language. The exclusion criterion was registered nurses. Potential participants were identified aided by a contact person at the university who sent out an inquiry to nursing students who met the inclusion criteria. The data collection period was ended after including eight informants (seven women and one man aged 22-24 years). Informants received oral and written information about the study background, aims, methods, voluntary participation, and confidentiality of information, and contact information of the authors. Afterward, written consent was obtained [24].

The data were collected using semi-structured interviews asking questions in the following areas: baseline characteristics, such as age, experience in healthcare, nursing education focusing on disaster nursing, experiences in natural disasters, and reflections as a forthcoming nurse in disaster nursing. Each interview started with an open-ended question: “What are your thoughts about disaster nursing?” Appropriate follow-up questions were asked to obtain a deeper understanding of the information provided in the informant’s response. Positive and negative aspects of disaster nursing were explored, and clarifications and further elaboration were recorded. The interviews (n=8) were conducted, recorded and then transcribed verbatim [23] in March 2019 by two authors (FL and ILM).

Data analysis

Data were analyzed using qualitative manifest content analysis with an inductive approach [21, 22]. Two authors (FL and ILM) transcribed four interviews, and thereafter all data were shared between the authors. Data were reviewed several times to provide an overview of the data. Based on the considered description of nursing students’ experiences with nursing education in disaster nursing in Indonesia, meaning units were identified and condensed (Table 1).

The obtained codes were created, by which the patterns reflected in condensed units were identified. The codes were generated individually and then discussed by the authors until an agreement was reached, i.e., triangulation, to prevent possible preunderstanding. Similarities and differences in patterns were described, resulting in 68 codes forming one category, being prepared for a natural disaster, and three subcategories, feeling prepared for nursing, managing limitations in nursing education and managing uncertainty in nursing (Figure 1) [21, 22].

3. Results

One category, namely, “being prepared for a natural disaster”, and three subcategories, namely, “feeling prepared for nursing”, “managing limitations in nursing education” and “managing uncertainty in nursing” were identified. All categories were based on experiences with nursing education in natural disasters for their forthcoming roles as registered nurses.

Being prepared for a natural disaster

The category of being prepared for a natural disaster is described as the importance of developing a professional role as a forthcoming nurse. Emergency care, such as disaster nursing must be included in nursing education in Indonesia because of the high risk of natural disasters. Moreover, the structure of the block disaster nursing differs from other blocks within the nursing program in terms of practical exercises/simulations. Nursing students highlighted practice as a central and valuable as-
pect of their forthcoming job as a nurse; however, they lack reality-based learning during nursing education because all their practical exercises are conducted on manikins. A focus on theoretical perspectives in nursing education creates feelings of uncertainty regarding forthcoming practical work with patients and relatives. Nursing students described the theoretical content at a very good level (high quality) with no practical applications in nursing. In addition, the informants knew that Indonesian legislation does not allow making communication with patients until the final year of their internships. However, four years of theoretical knowledge with limited practice (manikins) was described as a major obstacle. Nursing students highlighted the importance of reality-based learning during nursing education, which needs to be improved.

As forthcoming nurses, they are aware that nursing competencies should prepare them for unforeseen events, such as natural disasters. Informants highlighted the importance of being knowledgeable as health professionals when a natural disaster occurs, although access to clean water, food, medical supplies, and other provisions might be limited. Therefore, reality-based learning was announced crucial by participants to be prepared as a forthcoming nurse and provide a high quality of care to alleviate the suffering of patients and their relatives.

Feeling prepared for nursing

The subcategory of feeling prepared for nursing was described as a motivation to learn disaster nursing, which is the knowledge achieved to work as a forthcoming nurse in a country frequently affected by natural disasters. Nursing students introduced their interests in disaster nursing to be prepared for working as a nurse in Indonesia, a country that is regularly affected by natural disasters. According to the informants, the university values the course of disaster nursing as a teaching area using committed and knowledgeable lecturers, such as the experts with experience in disaster nursing, resulting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning Unit</th>
<th>Condensation</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>They are greatly concerned about disaster nursing.</td>
<td>Concern about disaster nursing</td>
<td>Concern</td>
<td>Feeling prepared for nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes. I think in East Java it is not as good as Yogyakarta. Coordination. So maybe... um... also the coordination between the government, educational institutions and also other entities to collaborate in simulations. Or... um... campaign for socialization about the disaster or something like that. Because I notice that social media is very high... has high...</td>
<td>Coordination between the government and educational institutions to collaborate with simulations socialization of a disaster</td>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Managing limitations in nursing</td>
<td>Being prepared for a natural disaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a real disaster, yes, like XXX. I don’t have experience at first... I’m afraid, so maybe... I want to run away and then... and then when the disaster... disaster is over, maybe I can come back to help. But... if the disaster comes here... now... I would run from it.</td>
<td>No experience with disasters, afraid or run away until the disaster is over, and then maybe come back to help, but now I run from it</td>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>Managing uncertainty in nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The category and subcategories obtained by the results
in high-quality nursing education. Nursing students reported learning a large amount of information, which can increase their understanding of disaster nursing and is highly relevant to their upcoming professional role to alleviate suffering in the society when the infrastructure is affected by limited access to clean water, food, medical supplies, etc. Nursing students considered that knowledge in disaster nursing is valuable in daily life. They expressed feelings of hope, however a natural disaster is frightening considering their dangerous and demanding future assignments as forthcoming nurses.

I don’t know… Maybe I feel like I’m happy to respond to a disaster. Because I can try to... use all my skills to them and try to help them. Maybe I will (feel) happy, but sad at the same time. (Informant C)

Furthermore, nursing students believed that they will participate in a natural disaster through several ways during their professional careers, therefore, they were motivated to be prepared and learn the content presented in the block as much as possible. They considered the content of disaster nursing interesting, and emphasized the differences in the structure compared with other blocks. Teaching in nursing education was described mainly on theory. However, disaster nursing uses certain practical elements, such as simulations, as illustrated by the following quote:

Longer hours, longer time, more than a one-time simulation, visiting people in the red zone to know what they (know) about a disaster. About what they know when a disaster… what to do if disaster happens. (Informant B)

Managing limitations in nursing education

The subcategory of managing limitations in nursing education was described as limitations focused on the structure of nursing education. As described above, nursing students were motivated to learn disaster nursing due to regularly occurring natural disasters in the studied geographical area. However, they argued that the education structure was too general, focusing on emergency nursing instead of disaster nursing following earthquakes, eruptions, etc. Furthermore, nursing students expressed confusion about the content of the information, since the block of disaster nursing was presented before the block of emergency care, which contained similarities and differences. Therefore, they described that they were confused about the content from the blocks, which was considered as a limitation in terms of learning and developing knowledge about disaster nursing.

In addition, informants noted that morale and stress must be managed during a natural disaster, and they were concerned about experiencing fear and anxiety while managing a stressful working environment due to limited access to clean water, food, medical supplies, etc. Therefore, the informants emphasized the importance of a mixed pedagogical approach containing practical and theoretical components. For example, nursing students highlighted group work as a method for progressive learning they valued during the block. The theory of disasters provided up to date knowledge and was well communicated with satisfactory feedback from responsible lecturers. However, nursing students emphasized that a focus on general theory, for example, a definition of disasters, limited the possibility of contextualized examples of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, etc. They also described a limited period of six weeks because of the importance of the content to them and living in a country regularly affected by natural disasters.

It’s not about how many skills, but how many times we can practice that skill. I think it’s important. Because... we also learn many kinds of skills, but we only learn for two or three times per skill. So... after these skills are practiced... we will change to another skill and earlier skills will be kind of forgotten a little, like that. So, I the number of times we will, we can do that and also how many skills are most important... (Informant E)

The informants stated that the block’s content must be developed for natural disasters focusing on practical procedures in nursing.

Furthermore, the university collaborated with other universities located in disaster-prone countries, which is associated with the high quality of knowledge in disaster nursing. However, some informants announced that studying abroad was more effective than studying in Indonesia because in other countries, theory and practice are integrated and balanced, which improves nurse’s professional practice. Therefore, informants highlighted that nursing education in Indonesia should allow students to learn in real-life situations along with patients. They argued that a reliance on practical elements with manikins is not sufficient when they are preparing for emergency care and disaster nursing as follows:

When people ask “what about the disaster nursing education?” I just think about sitting in class. I think more practice is needed because if I have enough practice I can say disaster nursing is this and we use these skills. (Informant E)
Within the block, simulations were performed to provide students an opportunity for training and measuring their knowledge about disaster nursing. Informants described this learning activity very educational but pointed out some limitations. One of the limitations was a lack of teamwork when overcoming difficulties in communicating issues within a group of members.

When I did the simulation that it was time… the situation was very chaotic. You know. Everyone wants to get help and yeah like “oh you should help me first”, “No you should help me first” and yeah we have to… We should not be panic… We have to know… I have to help him or her first and then um… and then work in a team. Yeah, it’s not easy. (Informant D)

Nursing student emphasized difficulties in translating theoretical knowledge into disaster nursing practice as practical exercises are not based on natural disasters. For example, simulations were described as accidents instead of natural disasters, which is the reason to emphasize the importance of specific settings, such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, etc. by informants to increase learning in disaster nursing.

In summary, nursing students reported an imbalance between theory and practical learning, which can affect their abilities to successfully perform their forthcoming responsibilities as registered nurses in a natural disaster. Therefore, an improvement in the balance between theory and practical learning is needed.

**Managing uncertainty in nursing**

The subcategory of managing uncertainty in nursing was described as a lack of clinical placement of nursing students during nursing education. Nursing students experience uncertainties in performing nursing duties, particularly when unpredictable events, such as natural disasters occur. They expressed a fear of functioning as a nurse and also wishing for increased practical learning.

The informants emphasized the importance of repeated practical elements, as they lacked the integration of theory into applied nursing.

I wish we had the emergency nursing every year, not only this last year. Because it’s just before finishing and I don’t feel like I’m nurse at all, because the education here, if you’re a bachelor student you have no right to…

Practice in a hospital; so we only focus on theory and practice with fashion model. (Informant A)

Training in practical procedures on manikins at the university clinical training center was described insufficient for reality-based learning. According to nursing students, clinical practice at hospitals and clinics, where they can interact with patients can increase their abilities to manage uncertainty as forthcoming nurses, i.e., a clearer connection between theory and practice to feel secure in nursing. A lack of contact with patients during four years of nursing education leads to uncertainty in individual nursing skills. Instead, informants rely on personal life experiences of being a patient or family member, to improve their security in nursing to some extent, realizing that they have more knowledge than they previously believed.

And once I had a car accident victim who had fractures in the arms and legs, and I just immobilized them in the meantime. So that happened the fourth year after I attended the lecture and knew how to immobilize the patient with fractures. I feel really good… (Informant A)

Some informants had personal experiences with natural disasters. This reality-based learning was described crucial to alleviate uncertainty as a forthcoming nurse.

Actually, there is a good thing to learn about disasters because you know our… our country is really … to disasters and so many disasters happen here. So, I think at least about… after I got the… I got through this block I can tell my family or friends that “I know about this and you should… maybe we can do this to prevent” maybe. (Informant D)

They use their knowledge (personal and educated) developed about disaster nursing to make friends and families aware regarding preventive measures in natural disasters, such as preparing a “disaster kit” at home that contains the necessary equipment and supplies to use in a natural disaster. This experience achieved by improved knowledge about the measures before disasters can facilitate the readiness for their forthcoming role as a nurse.

**4. Discussion**

The study aimed at describing nursing students’ experiences with nursing education in disaster nursing in one of the universities in Indonesia. The results highlighted the importance of being prepared for the forthcoming job as a registered nurse in natural disasters in Indonesia. A lack of balance between theory and practice in nursing...
Education influences nursing students’ learning and uncertainty regarding their professional role. Moreover, informants were informed that Indonesia frequently experiences natural disasters and highlighted the importance of being prepared in hospitals and/or health centers/clinics [25]. Nilsson et al. [26] described this preparation as a difference in competence between experienced nurses and nursing students. Manikin training alone is not sufficient to adequately prepare nursing students for clinical settings, although nursing students need conceptual training to be as realistic as possible. Therefore, case studies with former patients and/or relatives who have experienced natural disasters can be implemented in nursing education to describe their experiences, however, clinical placements are not available or allowed due to educational rules and regulations in Indonesia.

Forthcoming nurses in Indonesia are most likely to work in threatening and/or dangerous environments due to regular natural disasters; consequently, nursing students must be prepared to handle extreme working environments. Therefore, experienced nurses skilled in disaster nursing are valuable to increase the level of reality-based learning. Moreover, nursing education also must improve teamwork and loop communication [27], and also clinical placements should be considered to prepare forthcoming nurses for nursing practice. This knowledge can be used to educate patient by encouraging self-care in society [28], where resources are limited following a natural disaster in a developing country, such as Indonesia.

As mentioned above, suffering is not exclusively related to bodily pain; however, it often is spiritual/emotional suffering [18]. For example, in a previous study [20], relatives’ suffering decreased after supports provided by nurses. Suffering is associated with several aspects of human life; therefore, an awareness of how suffering is expressed is an important task in nursing [18, 19]. Nursing students with personal experiences (their own or related to a family member) with suffering, these narratives can be used as alternative learning methods/case studies along with manikins in the clinical training centers of the universities. One method is to apply drama as a forum theatre [29, 30] built on the pedagogy of the oppressed, related to the real-life situations of the natural disasters drawn from experiences of former patients/relatives that facilitate reality-based knowledge [20].

This method is consistent with the study by Braband et al. [31], who announced that students learn to identify and respond to suffering with no patient contact using other types of reality-based learning. Therefore, nursing students could broaden their knowledge in disaster nursing by interviewing families and friends who have experienced in disaster nursing, i.e., meeting suffered people is a prerequisite in understanding the goals and practice of nursing [19]. In Indonesia, family and society are highly valued and characterized by a willingness to help and respect each other.

Moreover, survivors experience suffering for long a period [20]. Therefore, nursing students could use narratives in nursing education to learn nursing. This finding is supported by Eriksson [18], who reported that people become suffering patients when several dimensions of human life are affected. Nursing students assume that they will face suffering caused by a natural disaster in some aspects and highlighted the importance of being prepared to promote health and well-being as needed. Interest in nursing and personal experiences can strengthen students’ confidence and abilities to deliver a high quality of care in natural disasters [26].

According to our results, a limitation of theory-oriented nursing education within a short-time frame (six weeks) was highlighted, i.e., an imbalance between theory and practice. Nursing students emphasized that general knowledge does not adequately prepare them for working as a forthcoming nurse during natural disasters. A clear connection has shown between repeated simulations and improved teamwork, including closed-loop communication based on ABCDE [27, 16] to prioritize treatments and optimize drug management. Repeated simulations integrate theoretical knowledge into practice, resulting in a deeper understanding when skills are practiced [3, 11, 27, 28]. Adequate preparation as a forthcoming nurse is important to provide a high quality of care [26].

However, a lack of contact with patients (only manikins) causes uncertainty as a forthcoming nurse. This lack of practical skills within real-life situations occurs due to Indonesian law that does not allow students to practice on real patients before obtaining a bachelor’s degree [25]. Therefore, repeated simulations and applied drama [29, 30] in the clinical training centers are effective to reduce uncertainty along with practical feedback from skilled lecturers who facilitated an introduction to nursing profession [17]. Teaching methods, such as narratives by experienced nursing students [31] and interviewing relatives about natural disasters can improve students’ understanding of suffering in disaster nursing without violating the laws regarding patient contact during nursing education.
Limitations

The current study intended to contribute deeper insights into the context of disaster nursing in nursing education. One limitation was that the data were only collected from one university in Indonesia. More interviews conducted in different universities might broaden the collected data by incorporating various experiences. However, a convenient small sample was related to the qualitative methods [23]. The sample was heterogeneous, although the participants were interested in and motivated to learn disaster nursing and willing to participate and share their experiences as forthcoming nurses working in a country that regularly experiences natural disasters.

Another limitation was that all interviews were performed in English, which is not the native language of either the researchers or participants and the language barriers potentially existed. However, the same open-ended question was used and appropriate follow-up questions were asked to obtain an understanding of the informants’ responses regarding disaster nursing and clarifications and further elaborations were recorded. Moreover, the relationship between the authors and participants showed no interdependence, the settings, materials, and methods were sufficiently described, and the data were analyzed using a well-known scientific method, qualitative content analysis [21, 22].

Therefore, the methods are described as systematic qualitative research that relies on trustworthiness, transparency, verification, and reflexivity, which is helpful to develop insightful and artful interpretations within managing preparedness in nursing [23]. However, the limited number of studies on disaster nursing indicates the importance of further investigations on learning methods to improve nursing education focusing on preparedness to manage uncertainty in nursing.

5. Conclusions

According to the limited number of studies on nursing students’ experiences of education in disaster nursing, this study broadens the knowledge regarding using reality-based topics to include theory into nursing practice. According to the content of nursing education, repetitive simulations along with case studies based on storytelling from experienced nursing students and relatives, as well as scientific articles on disaster nursing, support the learning of forthcoming nurses. Preparedness as newly educated nurses facilitates a high quality of nursing, such as providing preventative health care and promoting well-being by manage suffering.

The use of storytelling (relatives and students) about experienced natural disasters increases forthcoming nurses’ awareness of disaster nursing. In addition, teamwork on mutual goals supported by knowledgeable staff members in nursing and medicine is a tool to manage a difficult working environment due to damaged infrastructure. Disaster nursing is a necessary part of Indonesian nursing students’ education to prevent and alleviate suffering in unforeseen events, such as natural disasters. Because Indonesian rules and regulations forbid patient contact during nursing education, other resources are highlighted. A mix of pedagogical approaches (theory and practice) built on experienced life situations in disaster nursing and reality-based learning should be combined with repeated simulations performed in teams.
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